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INTERVIEWINTERVIEW 
Keegan Brown
We chat to PDC World number 30, Keegan 
Brown, as he swaps Darts for full-time work on 
the NHS front line.
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REVIEWREVIEW 
UK OPEN
Michael van Gerwen returned to the winners’ enclosure 
with a nine-darter along the way in Minehead as he 
captured the Ladbrokes UK Open.
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RVB Links Up With DPTV!
We were lucky enough to spend an 

exclusive night in the company of five 
times World Champion, Raymond 

van Barneveld, and we look back on a 
magical night.
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bdo ISLE OF MAN REVIEW
We look back on an entertaining weekend of action, with Fallon 
Sherrock claiming no less than three titles, and Cameron Menzies, 
Thibault Tricole and Mike Warburton also claimed first prizes.
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Coronavirus Chaos
We take a look at how the sport has been impacted by the COVID-19 
pandemic, with several events cancelled, and much more tentatively 
re-arranged.
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euro tour and premier euro tour and premier 
league dates postponedleague dates postponed

European Tour postponements
hree PDC European Tour events have 
been rearranged until the summer due to 
the coronavirus pandemic.

All postponements came after the German 
government announced measures to try and 
prevent the virus from spreading.

The European Darts Grand Prix and European 
Darts Open, which were both meant to take place at the 
end of March, have been rearranged for 29-31 May and 
7-9 August respectively.

Those events are due to take place in Sindelfingen and 
Leverkusen, while Munich’s German Darts Grand Prix was 
scheduled for the Easter weekend but will now take place 
from 31 July – 2 August.

More tournaments will likely have to be moved to 
the second half of 2020, but the PDC is running out of 
weekends to move them to, so some may have to bite the 
dust and wait until 2021 for their turn.

There are currently scheduled to be four Euro Tours 
in May, including a debut for Budapest, with a packed 
schedule over the summer months.

We can hope that there is no further disruption, but 
unfortunately, that looks very unlikely.

Premier League postponements
he next month of the Premier League 
Darts has been postponed amid the 
COVID-19 crisis, with the play-offs now 
scheduled to take place in Newcastle on 
1 October.

Six nights of the PDC’s most prestigious 
invitational event had been played before the 
pandemic hit, and fixtures in Rotterdam were 

the first to be rearranged after the Dutch government 
announced guidelines.

Those nights have been provisionally rearranged for 9-10 
September, while fans in Sheffield, Birmingham, Berlin, 
Manchester and Belfast will also have to wait to see the 

world’s best in action.

The next scheduled night is 7 May in Glasgow, which was 
meant to be one of the final nights before the play-offs, 
but if by some miracle we’re playing then, it will be part of 
the league’s opening phase.

Judgement night is set to be in London on 21 May, but 
there will inevitably be further postponements to come.

PDC Chief Executive Matt Porter has already hinted that 
some ProTour events may have to give way to allow for TV 
tournaments to be rescheduled.

There is even some doubt over whether the Premier 
League will be allowed to finish this year.

EuroTour & Premier League Dates Rescheduled Due To 
Coronavirus Outbreak
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ince January 2020, a mystery figure has 
come into the lives of everyone at Darts 
Planet TV, and since the dawn of the 
Coronavirus, he has been responsible 
for spreading cheer and giving goodwill 
to people during these hard times. 

Operating on Twitter, @Dartwolf180 
first came to darting attention when 

congratulating our very own Gav on his live stream 
180, and a series of celebrity congratulations followed 
from the likes of former Superman Dean Kane, Police 
Academy’s Steve Guttenburg and Boycie from Only 
Fools & Horses. Much cynicism followed from the 
Darts fraternity, who believed the act was a gimmick 
and damaged the credibility of the brand, while also 
suggesting that Dartwolf is in fact Gavin, a wholly untrue 
statement. Many said that we were unable to get top-
level players to endorse our brand, and in February, 
Dartwolf stepped things up by announcing a prize of an 
all-expenses-paid trip to New York for the World Series 
of Darts in June. When it was put to Darts Planet TV and 
Dartwolf, that no one of credibility was promoting the 
event, Dartwolf secured the services of Raymond van 
Barneveld to conduct the draw, and to also take part in a 
night of darting entertainment at Gav’s house at the start 
of March. The wolf also donated several other prizes 
of trips to New York and Rotterdam through personal 
donations. 

Dartwolf’s generosity hasn’t stopped there though. 
During the Coronavirus pandemic, Dartwolf 
has decided to giveaway several Target 
Nexus boards, worth nearly £300 per 
board, and to date has given away 
well over 100 Nexus’, and is still 
c h o o s i n g winners at random. 
This is in addition to the 

thousands of prizes 
h e has given away in 

random draws, with the 
giveaways total value 

exceeding £40,000 at the 
time of going to print. 

Dartwolf prefers to remain 
anonymous, and so far, has 
preferred to select random 
times when his prize 

giveaways will begin. There have been many doubters 
and critics of the man behind the wolf mask, but people 
should be grateful that in a time of crisis and low morale, 
that such joy is being spread for FREE by one person, and 
long may it continue. 

Here is a list of the most recent winners of the Target 
Nexus dartboards at the time of going to print. 
Congratulations to you all.

Words: PAUL MASON
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Dartwolf180 Spreads Cheer 
With Thousands of Pounds 
Given Away In Prizes

NEXUS WINNERS
@Charlie10644202    
@SuzieQ788    
@jackbird501    
@JonnyBird180
@m_180_h    
@pooswfc    
@BarneysArmy    
@KaiG01    
@ewanh9    
@ctfcevesham    
@EliteGarethF    
@TheHypeIsALie    
@HarryDoherty9    
@Killianm180    
@richeyf    
@Fjwilson23    
@johnpow75494053    
@strick1991    
@tneal7    
@jokin_dm07    
@James_Ox91    
@davewebster74    
@AmyAtki0313665    
@GilchristJonny    
@rollo1979    
@TomNurden12    
@tats180    
@wayne_schofield    
@beardedbaffoon    
@DanWillis92    
@Jeli1do    
@redbullreddo    
@Richard_Stanway    
@BeansDoesStuff    
@Barneyboy_10    
@Fraz180    
@jurgenlex    
@Dogsy180    
@LeonRonichaud    
@Leach16    
@nonentity1    
@ChopsyChazza    

@MikeLocke180    
@oapdartsfan    
@AGWT23    
@NatesHairHouse    
@StuHawkeye180    
@Jobi180    
@southpaw180    
@paulmason1986    
@AndrewLGuerin    
@coddartsarmy    
@tristandennis79    
@Millwallchris1    
@barrygribben    
@alex_darts    
@Azza3105    
@RileyCiaran    
@JedmacPhee    
@BUBBS330ML    
@Richardlusardi    
@RaimasWindstorm    
@DT1802013    
@ConalColeman    
@PilchGrhm    
@StricksonMark    
@LWarner180    
@doubletopdave    
@joshpearson180    
@alex_donne    
@Les5175    
@GaryWharfy    
@BALLSY180    
@jayne_murray    
@craigyg1988    
@_ODON    
@chumpylewis    
@DeanKerslake17    
@green9944    
@JacobStarkey99    
@AshleyLuke90    
@Byro92    
@RyanPalmer180    
@troysmithyaxle2    

@kellythomson    
@Cu5hty180    
@cheddaz2011    
@Tadders83    
@WBA1878    
@stupotter1973    
@SarahNNeil7    
@Enigma_180    
@shootinshark    
@MarkLyddiatt    
@DAMAGE180    
@DartsEagle    
@WMcNeill1977    
@TomCook1883    
@ConnorScutt    
@lewlox86    
@PaulGarwood82    
@ChristianCzerni    
@jwatson2323    
@Teamginge180    
@frag123456    
@WarrenAckary    
@fletcher1888    
@WhalKey    
@CoreyStalCO    
@leanne1014    
@Thecoalman1    
@MarcGilley91    
@marckerr200x    
@kris88shooter    
@HLpunter    
@Trasky86    
@JJtheHoser    
@SaintNick180    
@StevePither    
@The_Guvna_91    
@Dotbox24    
@dwayne_pruitt    
@the_gaz88    
@AdamGawthro    
@RichardCooks    
@AdamLUFCHe 
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Mike Warburton defeated Cambridgeshire veteran Martin 
Adams 5-2 to win the 2020 Poker Stars Isle of Man Open, 
the fourth ranking title of his darting career.

Warburton’s Open started with a tough assignment 
against fellow Welshman and former PDC Tour Card 
holder Robert Owen. He came through that 4-2 and he 
followed it up with a couple more wins before he saw off 
young James Beeton by the same margin in the last 32.

He needed a last-leg decider to beat Scotland’s Cameron 
Menzies in the last 16 before he posted an impressive 4-1 
win over Kent’s Freddie Box in the last eight. ‘Warby’ faced 
match darts in his semi-final against Scott Williams, who 
had beaten the likes of Dean Reynolds, Richard Veenstra 
and Ben Hazel on route to the last four, before emerging 
a 5-4 victor.

Adams was able to produce something close to his best 
on route to the final, averaging 103 in one of his early 
victories and beating Steve Hine, Jason Lovett, Steve Hine 
and Thibault Tricole before he showed real quality to 
defeat Jim Williams 5-1 in his semi-final.

In the final, however, it was the Welshman who was 
stronger on his scoring and more lethal on his doubles 
as he moves into the top three of the BDO rankings.

The Masters competition was won by France’s Tricole, 

Both players had to win another game on stream on 
Sunday to secure a third meeting in as many competitions 
in the prestigious Isle of Man Open, but they both did so 
in style, recording averages of over 90 in their respective 
semi-final wins. Greaves beat Lorraine Winstanley 4-1, 
with Sherrock closing out with three legs in 44 darts to 
beat Vicky Pruim by the same margin.

In the final, Sherrock once again edged out her teenage 
rival, this time securing victory with a highly impressive 
106 checkout. For her highly impressive efforts, 2020 UK 
Open qualifier Sherrock takes home £2,900.

The honours were more evenly spread in the men’s 
events, with the three singles competitions throwing up 
three different winners.
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ISLE OF MAN ISLE OF MAN 
WEEKEND WEEKEND 

F
allon Sherrock won three singles titles 
and four tournaments over the course of 
a dramatic weekend in the Isle of Man, 
where Cameron Menzies, Thibault Tricole 
and Mike Warburton also tasted success.

Although much of the sporting calendar was 
nixed in the face of the growing COVID-19 
pandemic, the Isle of Man Darts Festival, run by 

the England Darts Organisation, survived and Sherrock 
stole the show with her four-trophy haul.

Sherrock’s Sunday began with victory in the ladies’ pairs 
competition alongside Casey Gallagher before she won 
three consecutive singles finals against 16-year-old 
sensation Beau Greaves.

The first came in the BDO-ranked Isle of Man Classic, 
where Sherrock won 4-2. The former World Trophy 
winner dropped just three legs in four games on route to 
the final and looked in imperious form as she picked up 
the title for the first time.

The Buckinghamshire thrower then repeated the trick in 
the WDF-ranked Masters competition only an hour or so 
later, surviving match darts and coming from 3-1 down to 
beat Greaves 4-3.

Sherrock wins hat-trick of 
Singles titles to complete 
remarkable Isle of Man 
weekend

Mike Warburton // Photo Credit: Chris Sargeant, Tip Top Pics

Fallon Sherrock // Photo Credit: Chris Sargeant, Tip Top Pics
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SCOTT WILLIAMS

room. The boards are excellent, and the scoring 
system of DartConnect is nearly faultless. It is long 
days, same with the Challenge Tour if you do well, 
but it’s something you need to do if you’re a good 
dart player.”

Scott turned 30 on the Saturday and it was on that 
day that he fell 5-4 in the last 128 to London’s Aar-
on Beeney, who went on to win a tour card in one of 
the biggest shocks at this year’s Q School. To many, 
it proved what a lottery the whole experience can 
be.

“I look back and I’m really frustrated. His first two 
days he lost with subpar averages and then I had 
a couple of nice games and drew him. He had a 90 
average just before he played me and we’ve gone 
back and forth and then in the last leg he’s gone 
180, 41, 180 and then finished. I missed tops for a 
137 to win the game and then he went on to beat 
my friend Jarred Cole in the very last game, taking 
out 87 on the bullseye and Jarred missed three 
darts at double 16.”

Fresh of Q School and that particularly chastening 
defeat, Williams went to the opening weekend of 
the Challenge Tour, reaching two last 16s and pick-
ing up £400 along the way. He admits that those 
performances bettered even his own expectations 
but he was once again left ruing a narrow 5-4 de-
feat.

“I was pretty pleased with how it went apart from 
on the Sunday. I went 4-0 up against Graham Usher 
and lost 5-4 and that killed me.

AN INTERVIEW WITH 
SCOTT WILLIAMS

t’s been a rapid ascent over the last few 
months for Cambridgeshire’s Scott Wil-
liams, who didn’t make his Super League 
debut until 2018 and surprised many by 
beating the likes of Carl Hamilton and 
Wez Newton on route to qualifying for 
the 2020 BDO World Championship last 
October. 

‘Shaggy’ lost 3-0 against Australian veteran Justin 
Thompson with an 82.41 average on the opening 
day of the tournament at the 02 and while he found 
the game ‘boring’, Williams saw it as a positive learn-
ing experience. 

“I can honestly say it was boring playing against him. 
How I threw myself wasn’t my style, I was nervous, 
and there were other things in the back of my head 
as I was playing on stage. Justin’s a lovely bloke, just 
not the sort of person I was looking to draw.

“Someone with a bit more of a rhythm [would have 
been better], not someone so methodical. I spoke 
to Justin after the game and he said he’s got a rou-
tine that he does every time he throws. I think it 
takes him between 18 and 20 seconds per three 
darts whereas I’m somewhere between six and 
nine if I take my time a bit. There were debutants 
that did very well, like Justin Hood and Ben Hazel, 
but someone like Gabriel Pascaru would have been 
a bit better for myself I think.”

The 30-year-old added: “It was one of those expe-
riences that, although I’ve not been playing very 
long, it’s something I’ve always wanted to do and 
I’ve done it now. The challenge is to do it again and 
become better”.

Scott had planned to go to the PDC’s fabled Q School 
in January 2019, just four months after he was re-
cruited by Ian Tilley for his local Super League team, 
but the weekend in Wigan clashed with his wedding 
anniversary and he had to change his plans. With 
no such clash in 2020, ‘Shaggy’ was able to go and 
give a good account of himself, reaching the last 64 
on two occasions. 

Describing the whole weekend as unbelievable, 
Williams said: “It’s all individual stalls with plenty of 
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interview
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